













?The English language has been spreading in the world at an astonishing speed 
as an international language. This has raised concerns in some people as a form of 
English linguistic dominance, a term used to describe the phenomenon where the 
English language is taking over the world. In this article, the author discusses three 
areas in which English linguistic dominance affects people and their country: 1) 
mental control of non-native English speakers toward English language learning, 
2) the native speaker fallacy, and 3) the control of western style English language 
teaching and learning. The paper addresses issues of English linguistic dominance 
and the native speaker fallacy in elementary school English education. 
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??????????1990??????????????? (Ammon, 2001; 































??? Perhaps those who have such a language ([a global language]) at their 
disposal—and especially those who have it as a mother-tongue—will be 
more able to think and work quickly in it, and to manipulate it to their own 























































































































Native English Teacher Wanted.




teachers, teaching English-speaking courses to undergraduate/postgraduate  students 
of non-English majors.
?Applicants should be NATIVE speakers from UK, USA, Canada, Australia or 
New Zealand, have at least a Bachelor degree.
????????????????????????TESOL(Teaching 







?I note with dismay that (university or language school) has invited applications 
from native speakers of English as (instructors/assistant professors, etc). The 





language teaching that native English language speakers automatically make 
for better teachers. As a result, nonnative English-speaking teachers have found 
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job advertisement of your institution is another instances of such discrimination.
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?Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), the largest 
organization of English teaching professionals in the world, has issued a position 
statement on discrimination against nonnative English-speaking teachers. I am 




on Non-native Speakers of English and Hiring Practices (??????????
???????? TESOL????)(October, 1991)??????????
?????????????????????????? TESOL???
???????????Position Statement Against Discrimination of Nonnative 




??? Research has shown that students do not have a clear preference for either 
native English-speaking educators or nonnative English-speaking educators, 
demonstrating that, in general, students do not buy into the “native speaker 
fallacy.”  ( Position Statement Against Discrimination of Nonnative Speakers 
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??? More important, however, the use of the labels “native speaker” and 
“nonnative speaker” in hiring criteria is misleading, as this labeling 
minimizes the formal education, linguistic expertise, teaching experience, 
and professional preparation of teachers. All equators should be evaluated 
within the same criteria. Nonnative English-speaking educators should not 
be singled out because of their native language. ( Position Statement 
Against Discrimination of Nonnative Speakers of English in the Field 



















































































































??HRT: What time is it now?
??S1    : Ten.
??S2    : Fifteen.
??_`{&*&@
??Ss    :???50???
??HRT:  50??







??Ss   : Fifteen.
??ALT: Fifty.
??Ss    : Fifty.
??HRT: Once more.





Ray me far sew la tea doe?????
??????????? 5????????????
????????? ALT? *&?? *
??????????????

















































































???????????????????????????? (“We always 















































































????????? (The Japan Exchange and Teaching Programme)?????
?????????????? (Council of Local Authorities for International 
Relations: CLAIR)??????????ALT(Assistant Language Teacher???
??????????? 1987??????????????????????
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